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A View from the Top
From the arena to the trail, nationally recognized horse whisperer Missy Wryn gives the
horse owner, rider and trainer alike a trainers view from the saddle using helmet camera
technology. “Though I’ve produced many horse training videos over the years I recognized
that as a viewer you can only observe, but with helmet camera technology you can
experience!” says Wryn. “My specialty is bitless training, but many horse riders fear bitless
with the common concern of not being able to stop their horse in a bolt or runaway
situation. My first response when faced with this concern is a question to the rider ‘how
many times have you been on a runaway with a bit in the horse’s mouth?’ and the answer is
always peppered with numerous stories of not being able to stop their horse despite the
bit.” Wryn continues “it is my enduring passion to continue teaching and demonstrating
that bitless riding can be a safer option and a method for deepening the bond between you
and your horse. With a helmet camera mounted I am now teaching atop my horse how to
ride bitless by applying my Three Foundations and Five Fundamentals that are taught in my
Training the Whole Horse® video series. Then I take you on adventures of semi-extreme
bitless trail riding that includes muddy steep declines and inclines while ducking low
branches at fast speeds. With my Training the Whole Horse® video series available for free
viewing online I am adding my helmet cam videos to my free line-up as well*. My hope is
to inspire by demonstrating that the freedom our hearts seek with our horses can be
accomplished at greater depth and safer control riding bitless”.
*Training the Whole Horse® video series is over 250 hours of horse training viewing and is
completely free to view online whether on Missy Wryn’s website www.MissyWryn.com (no
log-in, no sign-up, no email required, truly FREE) or Missy’s YouTube Channel. Missy’s
Bitless Trail Training & Riding videos are being added regularly to her horse training video
line-up so check back frequently.
For high res pictures email Info@MissyWryn.com or call (888) 406-7689.
Nationally recognized horse whisperer Missy Wryn provides comprehensive horse
management, horse training, and effective communication workshops, clinics, and
presentations across the country and at her Zen Barn in Estacada, Oregon (just 30 minutes
SE of Portland, Oregon). Missy's early career of specializing in problem and dangerous
horses inspired the Training the Whole Horse® video series that teaches her acclaimed safer
bitless riding from the ground up coupled with her HorseMAREship™ methods that teach

and demonstrate horse stewardship affordability through wellness. Missy is also the creator
of the All-In-One training halter bitless bridle, founder of IRON FREE RIDING and the Equine
Support Center for Fibromyalgia. For more information visit Missy’s website
at www.MissyWryn.com or call toll free (888) 406-7689.

